
 

Annie Truex 
Los Angeles, CA | 206-618-7194 | artruex@gmail.com  
Github | LinkedIn  
 

ABOUT ME 
Annie finds herself very interesting, which is why she is committed to lifelong learning. This growth 
mindset has led her to circumnavigate the globe while studying world religions, computer coding (because 
it's way more fun than calculus), and to standup comedy to see if she really is as funny as her mom says 
that she is. Annie strives to share her joie de vivre everywhere she goes and to leave the world a better 
place than how she found it. She has never finished a chapstick.  
 

TECHNICAL SKILLS SUMMARY 
Ruby, Rails, SQL, JavaScript, React, Redux, Microsoft Office Suite, Asana  
 

TECHNICAL PROJECTS 
React Redux Crafts Project - Github | Demo 
Gives users the ability to read, create, and update crafts, materials, and comments. 
● Integrated redux middleware to respond to and modify state change  
● Created Rails API to handle data persistence 

 
Sinatra Sewing Project - Github | Demo 
Allows users to create accounts, login and post sewing projects that they'd like to store  
● Validated uniqueness of login attributes to give users the ability to edit their projects 
● Used ActiveRecord with Sinatra to give database support 

 
Sewing Rails Portfolio Project - Github | Demo 
Browse sewing projects and create/edit projects  
● Used authentication system to allow login from Github  
● Utilized validations to prevent duplicates and invalid data  
● Used class level ActiveRecord scope methods to sort projects by popularity or alphabetically 

 
JavaScript & Rails Exercise Routine Project - Github | Demo 
Using ruby and Vanilla JS, created workout routines and add exercises to them 
● Built single page application with an HTML, CSS, and JavaScript frontend and backend API built 

with Ruby on Rails 
● Integrated AJAX and JSON to handle interactions between client and server  

 
EDUCATION 

Flatiron School Los Angeles, CA 
Full Stack Web Development, Ruby on Rails and JavaScript program 05/2019 - 06/2020 
 
Chapman University Orange, CA 
Bachelor of Arts (BA) in Religious Studies 05/2012 
 

ADDITIONAL EXPERIENCE 
Truth and Love Coaching  Los Angeles, CA 
Personal Assistant to CEO        05/2017 - Present 
● Provide technical support including Word, Excel, Asana, Slack, PowerPoint 
● Design and build organizational structure and processes 

 
House Manager Los Angeles, CA 
        03/2015 - Present 
● Achieve goals by leading, managing and maintaining accountability 
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